Unsafe Deportation Procedures and Human Dignity

CURRENT DEPORTATIONS PROCEDURES

- Deported after dark
- Separated from family members
- Deported without money, cell phones, and identity documents
- Deported to extremely dangerous locations

DEPORTATION PRACTICES ARE UNSAFE AND ENDANGER THE LIVES OF DEPORTEES

RECOMMENDATIONS to make DEPORTATION PRACTICES more HUMANE

01. END ALL NIGHT-TIME DEPORTATIONS
02. END FAMILY SEPARATION DURING DEPORTATION
03. DO NOT DEPORT INDIVIDUALS TO DANGEROUS LOCATIONS
04. RETURN BELONGINGS DURING DEPORTATION
05. PROVIDE PRIOR NOTIFICATION OF PEOPLE WITH SPECIAL NEEDS
06. PROVIDE OPPORTUNITIES FOR NGO INPUT

TRAFFICKING RISKS

SEX-TRAFFICKING yields $10 BILLION / YEAR IN MEXICO
Migrant Women & Girls are Particularly Vulnerable

MIGRANT KIDNAPPING & TRAFFICKING are HIGHLY PROFITABLE for ORGANIZED CRIME in MEXICO

48.55% of the Trafficking Victims are foreign nationals - mostly from Honduras, Guatemala, and El Salvador. Mexican migrants are trafficked too.

HUMAN RIGHTS

“Unsafe deportations and the careless disregard for the lives and security of migrants contribute to a humanitarian crisis on the side of our border. This reality is undermining our nation’s commitment to preserve and protect human rights globally.”
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